SKP wins Advisory Project of the Year at The Accountant & The International Bulletin Awards
We are proud to announce that on October 4th 2017, SKP won the ‘Advisory Project of the Year
2017’ at the Digital Accountancy Forum & Awards 2017. The Accountant & International Accounting
Bulletin (TA & IAB) Awards 2017, is a platform that celebrates excellence in the accounting profession.
Since 2012, this platform has been felicitating various accounting networks and firms for exemplary
work.
These awards are extremely prestigious considering the large number of entries received from all
around the world for each category every year.
The Advisory Project of the Year 2017 is bestowed on a local firm or global network/association
which has been working on an advisory project or projects of significant importance or scale
demonstrating the organization’s advisory abilities. The winning project is for our client, Avgol
Nonwovens, a listed company on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange and one of the largest in the global
hygiene market for ultra-lightweight spun-melt non-woven fabrics.
The work involved complete project management of a manufacturing facility set up for Avgol
Nonwovens. This included but not limited to providing integrated solutions covering commercial,
regulatory, tax, treasury and construction management for the project.
Commenting on the win, Srikant Jilla, Managing Partner and Chief Operating Officer, SKP
Business Consulting LLP, said, “It is indeed a great moment, we are honored to be recognized by
TA & IAB. This win is a result of the dedicated effort that our people put forth and the passion for
solutions that drive them. The SKP approach is to go beyond and ensure client’s success, and I believe
that it is this philosophy that earned us this award!” Further commenting, he said, “I would like to
thank Avgol Nonwovens for trusting us with this project and supporting this win.”
Speaking about the success of the project, Tami Hirszhorn, Vice President - Global Strategy
Project Manager India, Avgol Nonwovens, said, “SKP has been a great project management
partner who has demonstrated depth around business advisory services and most importantly, acted
as our business partners and our extended arm. We see SKP as a trusted adviser helping us on
various fronts, from strategy to implementation.”
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